
Dear York Representative 

It is clear that government agendas to keep our country lockdown (a prison term) has 
become far more about unprecedented levels of government control rather than 
public health.  I ask you raise your voices and support Carmine Perrelli’s motion to 
stop Fords continued state of lockdowns. Lockdowns that are inspired by unrealistic 
fears such as  “mutant strains” (this is the very nature of a coronavirus and NOT a 
reason to fear monger) invalid fears of asymptomatic shed, and non transparent data 
to prove to us that the strain upon our hospital system is any different than in past 
bad influenza seasons that did not necessitate shutting down our entire way of life.

Not only is their evidence not transparent but that which they use to support shutting 
down business is abysmally anemic. Yet, their lockdowns will continue unless 
someone stands up despite compelling evidence that lockdowns are causing far 
more harm than good to our community’s mental, economic, and overall health. 

This is particularly concerning as an ever growing number of esteemed Canadian 
and international voices state opposition to lockdowns, including 50,000 healthcare 
professionals who signed the Great Barrington Declaration. Multiple well conducted 
studies challenge their benefit including a recent peer-reviewed paper from Stanford 
University Furthermore, even the World Health Organization opposes the “zero” 
cases the Strategic Choices Group seeks has declared eradication strategies are 
“moonshot” and we should focus on getting our countries back to full strength.

We  know the lockdowns are “taking out” certain industries while sparing others: in a 
nutshell, the powerful survive.

It seems the government is following a playbook by the Strategic Choices Group 
called Building the Canadian Shield.  This group recommends not only militant 
lockdowns such as those used in Melbourne Australia, that saw alarming totalitarian 
abuse of police power but also the use of an unreliable PCR test to justify destroying 
our communities;  This includes calls to seize “infected” people from their homes and 
when returning from travel to put them in isolation centers, the location of which is 
not even disclosed to families . 

Is this not sending off bells and whistles that such actions are intolerable in a free 
and democratic country ??? When will honest government officials finally rise above 
destructive public health agendas and defend our citizens and our future ???

I ask that you be one of those officials and vote along side Carmine Perelli to stop 
Fords continued state of lockdowns in York region on Feb 4.

Thank you Cynthia Campbell RN, Toronto Ontario 
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